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Non-natural nucleotides as probes for the mechanism and ﬁdelity of
DNA polymerases
Irene Lee , Anthony J. Berdis
Introduction
DNA polymerases are responsible for chromosome replication, and
many play essential roles in DNA repair and recombination. These
enzymes add mononucleotides onto the 3′ end of a primer strand
using the complementary strand as a template (Fig. 1A). Viewing DNA
in this simple two dimensional projection gives the impression that
hydrogen bonding interactions between the template base and the
base of the incoming nucleotides are the most powerful physical
forces that stabilize the conformation and structure of nucleic acid. By
inference, these hydrogen bonding interactions are thought to be the
primary determinants in base pair recognition during the polymer
ization reaction. In this case, the mutual recognition of adenine (A) by
thymine (T) and of guanine (G) by cytosine (C) involves hydrogen
bonding interactions between each partner (Fig. 1B). At the atomic
level, the non sp2 hybridized amino groups are good hydrogen bond
donors (denoted as d) while the oxo and the sp2 hybridized amino
groups within the heterocyclic rings are hydrogen bond acceptors
(denoted as a). For these preferred tautomers, the pattern for an A:T
base pair uses complementarity d⁎a⁎(−) to a⁎d⁎a hydrogen bonding
interactions while the G:C base pair uses complementarity a⁎d⁎d to
d⁎a⁎a interactions. These base pairing patterns are commonly
referred to as Watson Crick base pairs and are the predominant
pattern used to stabilize DNA.1
Although hydrogen bonding interactions are a prominent feature
that inﬂuences the conformation and tertiary stucture of DNA, other
physical features such as π π stacking interactions, desolvation/
Abbreviations: dNTP, deoxynucleoside triphosphate; A, adenine; C, cytidine; G,
guanine; T, thymine; dAMP, adenosine-2′-deoxyriboside monophosphate; dCMP,
cytosine-2′-deoxyriboside; dGMP, guanosine-2′-deoxyriboside dTMP, thymine-2′-
deoxyriboside; dF, 2,4-diﬂuorotoluene; dFMP, 2,4-diﬂuorotoluene monophosphate;
dPMP, pyrene 2′-deoxyriboside monophosphate; 5-NI nucleotide, 5-nitro-indolyl-2′-
deoxyriboside triphosphate; 5-Nap nucleotide, 5-napthyl-indolyl-2′deoxyriboside
triphosphate; 5-Ph nucleotide, 5-phenyl-indolyl-2′-deoxyriboside triphosphate;
5-CE-nucleotide, 5-cyclohexene-indolyl-2′deoxyriboside triphosphate; 5-CH-nucleo-
tide, 5-cyclohexyl-indolyl-2′deoxyriboside triphosphate; dQ, 9-methyl-1H-imidazo-
[4,5-b]pyridine; dZ, 4-methylbenzimidazole nucleoside; d3FB, 3-ﬂuorobenzene 2′
deoxyriboside
1 Other base-pairing interactions such as Hoogsteen and wobble base pairs have
been identiﬁed and extensively characterized (reviewed in [1]).
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hydrophobic effects, and geometrical constraints contribute exten
sively to the stability of nucleic acid (reviewed in [1]). In solution, DNA
exists as a double helix that resembles an intertwining spiral staircase
where the nucleobases are stacked above and below one another (Fig.
1C). In this native form, each base is rotated∼36° around thehelical axis
relative to the next base pair such that roughly 10 base pairs make a
complete turn of 360°. While hydrogen bonding, π π stacking
interactions, solvation and hydrophobic effects, and geometrical
constraints play important roles in deﬁning the structure of DNA
(reviewed in [2]), their roles during DNA polymerization remain
remarkably elusive. One example is with respect to the roles of
hydrophobicity and desolvation energies. Hydrophobicity deﬁnes the
tendency of a molecule to repel water whereas desolvation energy
deﬁnes the quantity of energy required to remove water from a
molecule. Although these terms are sometimes used interchangeably,
each provides a unique biophysical consequence toward stabilizing
nucleobase interactions during DNA polymerization. For example, it is
evident from the structures of duplex DNA that the interior of the helix
is hydrophobic since it is devoid of water. This hydrophobic environ
ment is essential for the formation of the correct hydrogen bonding
network between each base pair. However, creating a hydrophobic
environment during DNA polymerization is challenging since desolva
tion must occur on the templating and incoming nucleobase.
DNA polymerases are fascinating enzymes as they maintain
remarkable speciﬁcity despite the fact that the heteropolymeric nature
of the genomicmessage dictates that the substrate requirement changes
during each cycle of nucleotide incorporation. As such, it is remarkable
thatmost polymerases are strict in their ability to selectively incorporate
only one of four potential deoxynucleoside 5′ monophosphates
(dNMPs) opposite a template base while being ﬂexible enough to
recognize four distinct pairing partners (A:T, G:C, T:A, and C:G). In fact,
replicative DNA polymerases display incredible ﬁdelity as they have
error frequencies of only 1 mistake every 106 opportunities [3 5]. Even
more impressive is the fact that these enzymes perform the repetitive
cycle of nucleotide binding, base pairing, phosphodiester bond forma
tion, product release, and movement to the next templating position at
rates greater than 100 bp/s [6]. The underlying molecular events
describing the remarkable speed and accuracy of DNA polymerases are
generally deﬁned by the rate and equilibrium constants for all the
individual reactions involved in polymerization cycle. These include the
binding of the substrates DNA and dNTP, conformational changes,
phosphoryl transfer, and kinetic steps associated with product release.
However, the details for how polymerases cope with the intricate
biophysical features of both DNA and dNTP substrates are often ignored.
In this review, we describe the work of several laboratories that have
used various non natural nucleotides to deﬁne the contribution of the
aforementioned biophysical forces on the kinetics and selectivity of
nucleotide incorporation. Each distinct sectionwill describe the applica
tion of a unique set of non natural nucleotides toward understanding
DNA polymerization. This is provided as a historical perspective
describing the rationale for designing the nucleotide analog of interest,
a description of pertinent results, and a discussion ofmechanistic impli
cations. In addition, we describe the mechanistic information gained
from applying these non natural nucleotides on the behavior of DNA
polymerases during primer elongation and exonuclease proofreading.
Lessons learned from replicating alternative hydrogen-bonding
patterns
One of the ﬁrst published efforts of rationally designing an
alternative base pair that could be efﬁciently replicated was reported
by Steve Benner's group [7]. The strategy was remarkably simple and
straightforward: construct a base pair that is geometrically identical
to an existing Watson Crick base pair by manipulating the spatial
arrangements of hydrogen bonding acceptor donor pairs. An intri
guing base pairing combination consisting of iso cytosine paired with
iso guanine was initially tested (Fig. 2A). While this novel base pair
has differing arrangements of hydrogen bond acceptor donor pairs
compared to natural A:T and C:G base pairs, this combination is
predicted to maintain the proper interglycosyl bond distance and
angles relative to a Watson Crick base pair. The Escherichia coli
Klenow fragmentwas used to test whether each non natural base pair
could be formed enzymatically. Although the iso cytosine:iso gua
nine base pair can be formed [8], the overall ﬁdelity of this new base
pair is low as iso guanine can be easily incorporated opposite a
templating thymine and vice versa [7]. The ease for forming an iso
Fig. 1. (A) DNA as presented in linear, two-dimensional projections. (B) Hydrogen-
bonding interactions between natural nucleobases. (C) Three-dimensional representa-
tion of typical B-form DNA highlighting the inﬂuence of hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions, steric constraints, π-π stacking interactions, and hydrophobicity on its structure.
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guanine:thymine base pair is attributed to the ability of the non
natural nucleotide to undergo tautomerization from the desired keto
form to the thermodynamically preferred enol form (Fig. 2B) [7].
To improve ﬁdelity, attempts were made using 5 (2,4 diamino
pyrimidine) and xanthine to form a new base pair. As illustrated in Fig.
2C, this new base pair combination resembles G:C but is different with
respect to hydrogen bonding arrangements in the minor groove. It
was shown that the E. coli Klenow fragment incorporated deoxyx
anthosine monophosphate opposite 5 (2,4 diaminopyrimidine) with
relatively high efﬁciency [9]. In addition, this base pair exhibits high
ﬁdelity as deoxyxanthosine monophosphate is poorly incorporated
opposite the natural pyrimidines, T and C. Unfortunately, the Klenow
Fig. 2. (A) Structural comparison of non-natural base pairs of iso-guanine and iso-cytosine with the natural base pair guanine:cytosine. (B) Tautomerization of (C) structural
comparison of non-natural base pair of xanthine and 5-(2,4-diaminopyrimidine) with the natural base pair guanine:cytosine.
Fig. 3. (A) Structures of the 2-amino-6-(N,N-dimethylamino)purine:pyridin-2-one base pair. (B) Base-pairing interactions of 2-amino-(6-thienyl)purine with pyridin-2-one versus
cytosine.
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fragment could not incorporate the triphosphate form of deoxyribose
5 (2,4 diaminopyrimidine) opposite a templating xanthine. Thus,
these base pairs represent one of the ﬁrst examples of asymmetric
DNA polymerization in which the polymerase displays an unprece
dented preference for forming one base pair (xanthine opposite 5
(2,4 diaminopyrimidine)) compared to its complement (5 (2,4
diaminopyrimidine) opposite xanthine).
Hydrogen bonding coupled with steric guidance
An alternative strategy developed by Yokoyama's group was to use
positive/negative reinforcement to generate novel base pair combina
tions [10]. Positive reinforcement is achieved through Watson Crick
hydrogen bonding interactions between two nucleobases and are used
to optimize enthalpic contributions for their association. Negative
reinforcement is gained through the contributions of steric guidance in
which the introduction of bulky side groups lacking hydrogen bonding
potential are included to sterically hinder mispair formation. An
example of this design is the formation of the pyridin 2 one:2
amino 6 (N,N dimethylamino)purine base pair (Fig. 3A) [11]. As
illustrated, enthalpic interactions are gained through a Watson Crick
type of hydrogen bonding interactions of the heterocyclic nitrogen and
the oxo group in pyridin 2 one with the complementary heterocyclic
nitrogen and exocyclic amino group in 2 amino 6 (N,N dimethyla
mino)purine. In addition, the 6 dimethylamino group acts as a steric
block to prevent interactions with either thymine or cytosine. Steric
hindrance is avoided since pyridin 2 one does not possess a functional
group that can interact with the 6 dimethylamino group. Indeed, this
design works as the Klenow fragment efﬁciently incorporates pyridin
2 one nucleotide opposite 2 amino 6 (N,N dimethylamino)purine
[11]. However, selectivity is again a major complication as dTMP is
incorporated opposite 2 amino 6 (N,N dimethylamino)purinewith an
efﬁciency comparable to that of pyridin 2 one [11].
To improve selectivity, the 6 dimethylamino group was replaced
with the bulkier 6 (2 thienyl) group that was predicted to prevent
interactions with either natural pyrimidine (Fig. 3B) [12]. As pre
Fig. 4. Structural comparison of non-natural base pair of adenine:2,4-diﬂuorotoluene with the natural base pair adenine:thymine.
Fig. 5. Structures of nonpolar thymidine mimics that contain various halides at positions corresponding to 2- and 4- of thymine.
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dicted, this modiﬁcation enhances selectivity as the pyridin 2 one
analog is incorporated opposite 2 amino 6 (2 thienyl)purine more
efﬁciently than the misincorporation of any natural nucleotide [12].
This work clearly demonstrates that polymerases can function by
using positive/negative reinforcement as a mechanism for nucleotide
discrimination. However, the complex composition of the nucleobase
makes it difﬁcult to distinguish which molecular force, hydrogen
bonding or steric exclusion, is more important for polymerization.
DNA polymerization in the absence of hydrogen bonds
Work by Yokoyama's group highlights that enzymatic formation of
a base pair can be inﬂuenced through steric hindrance to dictate the
ﬁdelity of DNA synthesis. The next question is if solely the shape of the
base pair inﬂuences DNA polymerization. This can only be addressed
by measuring the incorporation of nucleotides that are completely
devoid of classical hydrogen bonding functional groups. Perhaps the
most cited example of efﬁcient replication in the complete absence of
classical hydrogen bonding interactions comes from the Kool labora
tory demonstrating that 2,4 diﬂuorotoluene monophosphate (dFMP)
(Fig. 4A), the non hydrogen bonding isostere of dTTP, is effectively
incorporated opposite adenine [13]. Using the E. coliKlenow fragment,
Kool and co workers showed that the catalytic efﬁciency for
incorporating dFMP opposite adenine is only 100 fold lower than
that for incorporating dTMP opposite adenine. The Vmax for inserting
dFMP opposite adenine is only ∼3 fold slower than that using dTMP,
the natural pairing partner [13]. However, the Km value for dFTP is 95
μM,which is ∼40 fold higher than the Km for dTTP [13]. The signiﬁcant
perturbation in Km values for the non natural nucleotide suggests that
hydrogen bonding functional groups play a signiﬁcant role in binding
afﬁnity. However, an accurate comparison between the Kd values for
the natural and non natural nucleotide must be performed before this
conclusion can be unambiguously assigned. Regardless, these remark
able pieces of information illustrate that the shape of the formed base
pair plays an important role during DNA polymerization.
Although the catalytic efﬁciency for using dFTP in polymerization
reactions with a template A is low, incorporation of dFMP opposite
template G, C, and T is not observed at all [13]. Thus, dFTP is used by
the E. coli Klenow fragment and several other DNA polymerases with
high ﬁdelity but with reduced catalytic efﬁciencies compared with
natural nucleotides. Collectively, these results indicate that hydrogen
bonding interactions between the incoming nucleotide and the
templating nucleobase are not needed for polymerization but are
required for optimal efﬁciency. However, the more provocative
implication is that DNA polymerases do not use hydrogen bonding
interactions to achieve ﬁdelity during nucleotide selection. Instead,
complementary base pairs are proposed to adopt a shape that is
viewed as correct by a polymerase which then allows for rapid
polymerization. On the other hand, incorrect base pairs are proposed
to adopt non optimal shapes that prevent rapid polymerization. This
mechanism has been coined the “shape complementarity” model to
account the efﬁciency and ﬁdelity of most DNA polymerases [14 16].
The shape complementarity model has been thoroughly examined
by the Kool laboratory by measuring the kinetics for enzymatically
forming new base pairs that are completely devoid of hydrogen
bonding interactions [17 20]. One example is the design of 4
methylbenzimidazole as a complementary pairing partner for 2,4
diﬂuorotoluene (Fig. 4B). The pairing combination of 4 methylbenzi
midazole and 2,4 diﬂuorotoluene is geometrically similar, if not
identical, to an adenine:thymine base pair [17]. In fact, the methyl
group of 4 methylbenzimidazole moiety is approximately the same
size as the amino group of adenine while the ﬂuoro groups of 2,4
diﬂuorotoluene are similar in size to the oxo group of thymine.
However, both non natural groups are incapable of forming classical
hydrogen bonding interactions with each other. In spite of this
deﬁciency, kinetic studies reveal that the catalytic efﬁciency for
incorporating 2,4 diﬂuortoluene triphosphate opposite a templating
4 methylbenzimidazole is only 200 fold lower than for incorporating
dTMP opposite adenine [17]. In addition, the efﬁciency for incorpor
ating dTMP opposite a templating 4 methylbenzimidazole is low due
to perturbations in both Km and Vmax values. This marks an important
milestone in understanding the mechanism of DNA polymerases as it
demonstrates the potential to achieve nucleotide selectivity without
relying on hydrogen bonding interactions for nucleotide incorpora
tion. However, it is important to note that this achievement is limited
since the non hydrogen bonded primer terminus cannot be easily
extended. Thus, there are signiﬁcant difﬁculties in extending beyond
nucleic acid containing non natural nucleotides in the primer strand,
the template strand, or both strands.
The importance of steric complementarity on nucleotide selection
has been further analyzed by systematically evaluating the effects of
Fig. 6. Structures of 7-azaindole and isocarbostyril nucleosides.
Fig. 7. (A) Structures for benzimidazole, 4-methylbenzimidazole, and 5,6-dinitrobenzimidazole. (B) Example of the “evolution” of the low-ﬁdelity non-natural nucleotide,
benzimidazole, into a high-ﬁdelity natural nucleotide. Intermediates such as 3-deazapurine and purine display incremental enhancements in ﬁdelity for selective pairing partners.
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base pair size on the kinetics of nucleotide incorporation [21 23]. In
these studies, the total size of a base pair was increased in small
increments of 0.25 Å using a series of nonpolar thymidine shape
mimics that contained different halides at positions corresponding to
2 and 4 of thymine (Fig. 5). Steady state rates of nucleotide
incorporation reported with the high ﬁdelity bacteriophage T7 DNA
polymerase revealed that nucleotide incorporation efﬁciencies
decreased by 280 fold for non natural base pairs that are 0.4 Å larger
than the optimum size of a natural pair (10.6 Å). Base pairs that are 0.3
Å smaller than the optimum size also had lower catalytic efﬁciencies
[21]. These data were collectively interpreted with respect to the
active site tightness of the polymerase being used as the primary
determinant for nucleotide selection during polymerization [21].
More recently, the inﬂuence of steric constraints and shape
complementarity on nucleotide selectivity was evaluated by quanti
fying the effects of functional group size at speciﬁc positions of the
non natural nucleotide [23]. In these studies, the shape of the
nucleobase was systematically altered by introducing different
combinations of H, F, Cl, and Br atoms at variable positions of toluene
as a nucleobase scaffold. Surprisingly, subtle changes in the size and
location of the substituent groups produced large kinetic effects on
the catalytic efﬁciency for their incorporation [23]. Although these
analogs are all closely related in size, the efﬁciency in enzymatic
incorporation varied amongst each other by 3,500 fold [23]. These
results imply that base pair shape is just as important as overall size
[23]. Unfortunately, a clear correlation between the shape of the
nucleobase and its Km and/or Vmax value is not observed. Thus, while
the E. coli Klenow fragment is highly sensitive to small changes in the
shape and size of the incoming nucleotide, it is not possible to derive a
deﬁned structure activity relationship explaining how each factor
inﬂuences binding afﬁnity and/or phosphoryl transfer.
Using hydrophobic non-natural nucleotides to lubricate the
wheels of replication
The helical nature of duplex DNAmakes it intuitively obvious as to
the roles that desolvation plays during replication. It is clear that
water molecules surrounding the functional groups of the incoming
dNTP must be removed prior to the formation of hydrogen bonds
within the interior of the DNA helix. However, demonstrating how
and when desolvation occurs along the DNA polymerization pathway
is a daunting challenge.
Goodman and Petruska were amongst the ﬁrst to critically
evaluate the role of nucleobase hydrophobicity and desolvation as
the primary determinant for maintaining ﬁdelity and enhancing the
efﬁciency of incorporation [24]. However, some very innovative
studies evaluating desolvation during DNA polymerization have come
from the collective studies of Romesberg and Schultz [25 28]. Their
efforts represent rational attempts to generate new base pair
combinations without the use of hydrogen bonding interactions or
shape complementarity. Their studies probed the use of hydrophobic
packing interactions as the primary molecular force used to enhance
nucleotide incorporation and ﬁdelity. This work was guided by other
studies on the effects of hydrophobicity on protein structure and
stability (reviewed in [29] and [30]) and lead to the hypothesis that
interactions between two hydrophobic nucleobases should be strong
and selective during DNA polymerization. The basis for selectivity
arises from the argument that forming a base pair between a
hydrophobic, non natural base and a hydrophilic, natural base will
be highly disfavored due to the energetic penalty associatedwith their
formation.
Of several pairing combinations examined, the base pair formed
between 7 azaindole and isocarbostyril (Fig. 6) is the most note
worthy due to its unique thermodynamic and kinetic properties.
Despite the lack of hydrogen bonding interactions, the 7 azaindole:
isocarbostyril pair is only slightly less stable than an A:T base pair [25].
The higher than expected stability likely reﬂects entropic stabilization
of the bases within the DNA helix. More importantly, the hydrophobic
base pair can be enzymatically formed as isocarbostyril monopho
sphate is incorporated opposite a template 7 azaindole with an
Fig. 8. Mechanism for the non-enzymatic formation of an abasic site, a non-instructional DNA lesion.
Fig. 9. Structure of pyrene triphosphate that is incorporated opposite an abasic site.
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efﬁcient kcat/Km value of 2.7⁎105 M−1 min−1 [25]. This value is only
100 fold lower than that measured for the incorporation of dTMP
opposite adenine. In addition, formation of the hydrophobic, non
natural base pair is kinetically symmetrical as the kcat/Km value for
incorporating 7 azaindole monophosphate opposite a template
templating isocarbostyril is identical to the value measured for
incorporating isocarbostyril opposite 7 azaindole (compare 1.8⁎105
M−1 min−1 versus 2.7⁎105 M−1 min−1, respectively) [25].
Selectivity is also maintained as incorporating a natural dNTP
opposite either of these hydrophobic bases is highly unfavorable. For
example, the catalytic efﬁciencies for the incorporation of a natural
dNMP opposite 7 azaindole are ∼100 fold lower than for inserting
isocarbostyril nucleotide opposite 7 azaindole. The increase in
replication ﬁdelity is consistent with the rationale for using hydro
phobicity as the driving force for polymerization. Unfortunately, this
increase in ﬁdelity does not extend to the enzymatic formation of
hydrophobic base pairs. In fact, ﬁdelity for replicating two hydro
phobic bases is lost as it is exceedingly easy to enzymatically form
self pairs that consist of 7 azaindole:7 azaindole and isocarbostyril:
isocarbostyril [25]. In these examples, the formation of either self pair
is kinetically identical to forming the mixed pair of 7 azaindole:
isocarbostyril [25]. Despite the lack of shape complementarity,
Fig. 10. Structural comparisons of the non-natural nucleotide, 5-NITP, with natural purine nucleotide, dATP.
Fig. 11. Structures of various 5-substituted indolyl-2′-deoxyribose-5′-triphosphates used to probe the inﬂuence of π-electron stacking interactions on translesion DNA synthesis.
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formation of the 7 azaindole:7 azaindole self pair occurs with
reasonable efﬁciency as it is only 200 fold slower than forming
natural base pairs [25]. As a result, three combinations of non natural
base pairs are possible as opposed to a single, unique base pair as
originally intended. Thus, non natural nucleotides that can be easily
desolvated are thermodynamically more stable in the interior of
DNA. This feature correlates with their facile incorporation opposite
other hydrophobic nucleobases present in the templating strand.
Indeed, an often overlooked result reported by Moran et al. [13] is
that while 2,4 diﬂuorotoluene is considered to be a selective partner
for adenine, the catalytic efﬁciency for forming a self pair between
two 2,4 diﬂuorotoluenes is actually higher than that measured for
incorporation opposite adenine. In fact, the Km value of 53 μM for
2,4 diﬂuorotoluene opposite itself is 2 fold lower than the value of
95 μM measured for incorporation opposite adenine [13]. Collec
tively, these data suggest that reductions in desolvation energies
lower entropic penalties and favor nucleotide incorporation. How
ever, reductions in desolvation energies also produce negative
effects on selectivity as a hydrophobic base can be efﬁciently
incorporated opposite any other hydrophobic base regardless of its
shape and/or size [13].
Negative selection as a mechanism for maintaining polymerase
ﬁdelity
Most models of replication ﬁdelity invoke some form of
“positive” selection in which the polymerase accepts the correct
incoming nucleotide due to energetically favorable interactions
with the templating base. Historically, these positive interactions
have been attributed to the formation of hydrogen bonds between
the incoming dNTP and the templating base. It is clear from the
previous sections that polymerization can occur even when the
incoming nucleobase is devoid of hydrogen bonding functional
groups. However, these studies also reveal the negative conse
quences of replication in the absence of hydrogen bonding
potential that include a precarious decrease in the ﬁdelity of DNA
synthesis.
The Kuchta laboratory has developed a unique model invoking
both positive and negative selection as a way to achieve ﬁdelity
[31 36]. This model postulates that during dNTP binding, the
polymerase allows the incoming dNTP and the template base to
adopt the lowest free energy conformation during their interaction.
If binding is optimal, then phosphoryl transfer can occur. Phosphoryl
transfer is prevented as a consequence of incorrect pairing which
hinders nucleotide binding. Through this mechanism, the polymer
ase can sample a wide variety of nucleotides. However, only the
dNTP that adopts the lowest free energy conformation will be
accepted due to the formation of favorable interactions. This model
differs from positive selection models which suggest that only a
limited number of possibly correct partners can be sampled by a DNA
polymerase.
Substantial evidence for this model of polymerase ﬁdelity comes
from comprehensive studies examining the incorporation of purine
analogs by a variety of DNA polymerases [31 36]. For brevity, we
review only the data presented for the eukaryotic polymerase, pol
alpha (pol α), as these provide compelling evidence for a model
invoking both positive and negative selection. Despite being a high
ﬁdelity enzyme, pol α incorporates non natural dNMP analogs
such as benzimidazole triphosphate, 4 methoxy benzimidazole
triphosphate, and 5,6 dinitrobenzimidazole triphosphate (Fig. 7A)
opposite any four natural templating bases with remarkable
efﬁciencies [35]. Rates for their incorporation are signiﬁcantly faster
than those measured during incorrect incorporation and surpris
ingly approach those measured for the enzymatic incorporation of a
natural dNMP opposite it correct partner. To further understand
how pol α discriminates between a correct versus an incorrect
dNTP, the Kuchta lab used an innovative approach to “evolve” a low
ﬁdelity non natural nucleotide such as benzimidazole triphosphate
into a high ﬁdelity nucleotide by judiciously adding hydrogen
bonding functional groups at various positions of the benzimidazole
moiety (Fig. 7B). In the converse approach, high ﬁdelity natural
nucleotides were “de evolved” into low ﬁdelity substrates by
removing functional groups capable of hydrogen bonding interac
tions. For example, pol α displays low ﬁdelity during the
incorporation of benzimidazole opposite any of the four natural
nucleobases. However, the addition of a heterocyclic nitrogen
corresponding to the N 3 of a purine (1 deazapurine dNTP)
increases the efﬁciency of incorporation opposite pyrimidines
and provides discrimination against misincorporation. Likewise,
removal of N 3 from adenine or guanine leads to a several fold
Fig. 12. (A) Structure–activity relationship for the incorporation of various 5-substituted indolyl-deoxynucleotides opposite an abasic site. (B) Structure–activity relationship for the
incorporation of various 5-substituted indolyl-deoxynucleotides opposite a templating thymine.
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reduction in ﬁdelity for the incorporation of the corresponding 3
deazaadenine and 3 deazaguanine triphosphates opposite cytidine
and thymine, respectively [35]. These data provide compelling
evidence that key functional groups behave as negative selectors
involved in nucleotide binding. It is important to emphasize that the
shape of the incoming nucleotide is not used as a positive or negative
effector by polα [35]. This is evident as polαmisincorporates dNMPs
such as benzimidazole nucleotide and 4 methylbenzimidazole
nucleotide which resemble dATP as effectively as non natural
nucleotides such as 5,6 dinitrobenzimidazole triphosphate that
differ from dATP in both shape and size [35].
What it takes to make a mistake: using non-natural nucleotides
to understand translesion DNA synthesis
The previous sections have described the utility of non natural
nucleotides as mechanistic probes for correct DNA synthesis. How
ever, DNA polymerases can also replicate damaged DNA templates in
which the coding information present on the DNA template is altered.
The ability of DNA polymerases to inappropriately replicate damaged
DNA is a leading cause of mutagenesis (reviewed in [37]) and plays
important roles in the development of diseases such as cancer
(reviewed in [38]). A wide variety of DNA lesions exist and have been
evaluated for mutagenic potential both in vitro (reviewed in [39]) and
in vivo (reviewed in [40]). Perhaps the most interesting DNA lesion is
the abasic site as this is themost prevalent and arguably themost pro
mutagenic lesion found in nature. The abasic site is a prototypical non
coding DNA lesion that is formed by the hydrolysis of the bond
between the C1′ of the sugar moiety and the N9 of a purine or the N1
of a pyrimidine (Fig. 8). The biological signiﬁcance and consequence
for misincorporating nucleotides opposite this DNA lesion have been
extensively reviewed elsewhere [41]. Brieﬂy, the lack of coding
information present at an abasic site predicts that all four dNMPs
should be incorporated with equal efﬁciencies. Surprisingly, the vast
majority of high ﬁdelity polymerases preferentially incorporate
dAMP opposite this lesion [42 44]. This phenomenon has been coined
the “A rule” [45] and provides an interesting conundrum to
investigate which biophysical property of adenine accounts for the
unprecedented selectivity for insertion opposite this non instruc
tional lesion. Our discussions here focus on the mechanistic work
performed using the abasic site as a model to evaluate how DNA
synthesis occurs in the absence of hydrogen bonding information and
steric inﬂuence.
Several laboratories have used non natural nucleotides to study
the mechanism of translesion DNA synthesis. One example reported
by the Kool laboratory was the investigation of shape complemen
tarity during replication opposite an abasic site [46]. They demon
strated that the E. coli Klenow fragment incorporates pyrene
nucleotide (dPMP) (Fig. 9) opposite an abasic site ∼100 fold more
efﬁciently than any natural dNMP, including dAMP [46]. The Km of 3
μM for dPTP opposite the lesion is 27 fold lower than the Km of 85 μM
measured for dATP [46]. Likewise, the kcat of 9 s−1 for pyrene
triphosphate is 10 fold faster than that measured for the incorpora
tion of dAMP [46]. Theoretical modeling studies showed that the
overall shape and size of the pyrene:abasic site mispair is nearly
identical to that of natural adenine:thymine pair [46]. Thus, the
kinetic data for the facile insertion of pyrene monophosphate were
interpreted with respect to the shape complementary model such
that the “void” present at an abasic site can be easily ﬁlled by the
bulky aromatic nucleobase. However, other physical factors present
on pyrene including π electron density and hydrophobicity could
also contribute to its incorporation opposite this non instructional
DNA lesion.
To further evaluate the contributions of shape complementary,
base stacking, and solvation energies toward nucleotide incorpora
tion, the Berdis and Lee laboratories have measured the insertion of a
series of modiﬁed nucleotides opposite an abasic site. 5 Nitro indolyl
2′ deoxyriboside triphosphate (5 NI nucleotide) (Fig. 10) is an
example of a unique non natural nucleotide that is incorporated
opposite an abasic site ∼1000 fold more efﬁciently than dAMP, the
preferred natural nucleotide [47]. This enhancement for the high
ﬁdelity bacteriophage T4 DNA polymerase is not due to an increase
in binding afﬁnity as the Km of 18 μM for 5 NI nucleotide is only 2
fold lower that the Km of 36 μM for dATP [44, 47]. Instead, 5 NI
nucleotide is incorporated opposite an abasic site with a fast
polymerization rate constant of 126 s−1 that is ∼800 times faster
than the value of 0.15 s−1 measured with dATP. It is remarkable that
the kinetic parameters measured for 5 NI nucleotide incorporation
opposite an abasic site are nearly identical to those for the enzymatic
formation of a natural Watson Crick base pair, i.e., dAMP opposite
thymine [44].
These data clearly emphasize previous observations that DNA
polymerization can occur in the complete absence of hydrogen
bonding interactions between nucleobases [13, 17, 21]. However, they
also argue against shape complementarity since 5 NI nucleotide
is substantially smaller than pyrene triphosphate and cannot
Fig. 13. (A) Chemical structures of various pyrole and pyrazole nucleotide analogs. (B)
Structures of various triazole carboxamide nucleotide analogs.
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completely occupy the void present at the DNA lesion. Unfortunately,
it is difﬁcult to unambiguously determinewhich biophysical feature of
5 NI nucleotide is responsible for its enhanced kinetic behavior during
translesion DNA synthesis. Indeed, the nitro group is unique as it
possesses several distinct physical parameters including electron
withdrawing potential, hydrophobic nature, π electron density, and
zwitterionic character. The importance of these physical features was
investigated using a medicinal chemistry approach in which the nitro
moiety was systematically replaced with functional groups that differ
by electron withdrawing potential, hydrophobic nature, π electron
density, and zwitterionic character. The structures for the resulting
library of nucleotide analogs are provided in Fig. 11. The kinetic
parameters for the incorporation of these analogs opposite an abasic
site were then used to generate a structure activity relationship for
incorporation opposite the non instructional abasic site [48 51]. The
data from the studies is summarized in Fig. 12A, which provides a plot
of the catalytic efﬁciency of each 5 substituted indolyl deoxynucleo
tide as a function of its π electron surface area. The parabolic shape of
the plot reveals that the efﬁciency of nucleotide incorporation
opposite an abasic site depends upon the optimal π electron surface
area that most closely mimics that for a natural Watson Crick base
pair.
Fig. 14. (A) Comparison of the base pair formed between 9-methyl-1H-imidazo-[4,5-b]pyridine (dQ) and thymine (T) versus the base pair formed between 9-methyl-1H-imidazo-
[4,5-b]pyridine (dQ) and 2,4-diﬂuorotoluene (dF). (B) Comparison of the base pair formed between 4-methylimidazole (dZ) and thymine (T) versus the base pair formed between 4-
methylimidazole (dZ) and 2,4-diﬂuorotoluene (dF). As described in the text, all four base pairs are similar with respect to shape and size. However, differences in the minor groove
contacts with respect to hydrogen-bonding functional groups inﬂuence the kinetics of elongation.
Fig. 15. (A) Chemical structure of the self-pair formed between 7-azaindole. (B) Chemical structure of the self-pair formed between 3-ﬂuorobenzene. The natural base pair of
adenine:thymine is provided as a reference.
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This model differs from the steric ﬁt/shape complementary model
in two important aspects. First, the steric ﬁt model predicts that
analogs that are similar in shape and size should be incorporated
with nearly identical efﬁciencies opposite the lesion. This predic
tion is not observed when comparing the kinetics of incorporation
for three nucleotide analogs, 5 cyclohexyl, 5 cyclohexene, and 5
phenyl indole 2′deoxyriboside triphosphates, which are similar in
shape and size but that differ in π electron surface area. Speciﬁcally,
the 5 phenyl derivative is incorporated opposite an abasic site with
an extremely high catalytic efﬁciency of 3.8⁎106 M−1 s−1 [49]. In
fact, the kpol of 53 s−1 and Kd of 14 μM are very similar to those
measured for the 5 nitro analog [47]. Visual inspection reveals that
these analogs clearly differ in shape and size but are similar with
respect to the presence of π electron surface density. Data obtained
for the 5 cyclohexyl and 5 cyclohexene containing nucleotides
support the conclusion that π electron density plays an important
role, as the catalytic efﬁciency for the 5 cyclohexene indole analog
is 75 fold greater than that for the 5 cyclohexyl indole derivative.
The higher efﬁciency is reﬂected in a substantial increase in the kpol
value (compare 25 versus 0.7 s−1, respectively) rather than an
inﬂuence on nucleotide binding and indicates that π electron
density enhances the rate of incorporation opposite the abasic
site [48].
An additional argument against the T4 DNA polymerase relying
exclusively on steric ﬁt comes from a thorough examination of the
kinetics for incorporating non natural nucleotides opposite a tem
plate thymine. Fig. 12B reports the catalytic efﬁciency for their
incorporation as a function of the overall size of the formed base pair.2
It is clear that a parabolic trend in catalytic efﬁciency does not exist
when only the size of the 5 substituted indole nucleobase. Speciﬁ
cally, analogs such as the 5 amino , 5 ﬂuoro , and 5 methyl indole
derivative are poorly incorporated despite being predicted pairing
partners of thymine. In fact, analogs such as 5 napthyl and 5
anthracene indolyl deoxynucleotides which lack any shape comple
mentary for thymine are incorporated with catalytic efﬁciencies that
are higher than expected based solely upon steric and/or shape
constraints.
Who needs ﬁdelity? Examples and applications for the
promiscuous incorporation of universal nucleotides
The lack of ﬁdelity exhibited by various non natural nucleotides
led to the concept of developing a “universal” nucleotide, i.e., one that
is incorporated opposite multiple templating nucleobases with
identical efﬁciencies [52]. The ability of a nucleobase to pair with
multiple partners would allow for the development of various
technologies to overcome ambiguities arising from the degeneracy
of the genetic code. Such nucleotides would ﬁnd applications as PCR
primers, DNA sequencing reagents, interference RNA, and oligonu
cleotide probes for identifying mutations and polymorphisms in
genomic material.
The earliest “universal bases” are the azole carboxamide
derivatives (Fig. 13A) developed by Bergstrom and Davisson [53
55]. These analogs are ambiguous since rotation about the amide
bond provides two alternative and mutually exclusive hydrogen
bonding patterns. Secondly, while each non natural base is similar in
shape and size, they differ with respect to chemical composition
which provides each with a unique electronic signature [55]. The
ability of these analogs to allow degenerate replication was ﬁrst
examined by measuring the ability of Taq DNA polymerase to
perform PCR on a DNA template containing each azole derivative
[53]. Since each pyrimidine like analog presents two alternative
hydrogen bonding patterns, it was predicted that dAMP and dGMP
would be incorporated with nearly equal efﬁciencies. Surprisingly,
Taq DNA polymerase showed an unexpectedly strong bias toward
incorporating dAMP opposite several of the non natural nucleotides
[53]. In fact, it is remarkable that some analogs are actually replicated
as purines. One interesting example is 1,2 pyrazole 3 carboxamide
which is replicated as purine since dCTP and dTTP are utilized with
equal frequencies [53].
Subsequent attempts to optimize the ambiguous nature of these
analogs have focused on manipulating their electronic features
through permutations in the number and location of heterocyclic
nitrogens. In this design, the pyrazole 3 carboxamide was changed to
a class of triazoles that include (1H) 1,2,3 triazole 4 carboxamide,
(2H) 1,2,3 triazole 4 carboxamide, and 1,2,4 triazole 4 carboxamide
(Fig. 13B) [56]. All three analogs are rather promiscuous as each
allows for the incorporation of multiple dNMPs. Of these three
analogs, (1H) 1,2,3 triazole 4 carboxamide displays the highest
degree of selectivity as the catalytic efﬁciency for incorporating
dGMP is 10 fold higher than dAMP and greater than 50 fold more
efﬁcient than the incorporation of the pyrimidines dCMP or dTMP
[56]. In contrast, 1,2,4 triazole 3 carboxamide and (2H) 1,2,3 tria
zole 4 carboxamide behave as universal nucleotides since nearly
identical catalytic efﬁciencies are reported for the incorporation of
various dNMPs.
Another interesting class of promiscuous non natural nucleo
tides is 5 NI nucleotide. As mentioned earlier, this non natural
nucleotide is incorporated opposite an abasic site with an
unexpectedly high catalytic efﬁciency [47]. However, 5 NI nucleo
tide is unique as it can act as a universal pairing partner. For
example, the introduction of a single 5 nitroindole residue into a
DNA primer allows for ambiguous pairing and subsequent elonga
tion of the modiﬁed primer [57]. However, the efﬁciency signiﬁ
cantly worsens as the number of 5 nitroindole residues in the
primer increases [57] and reﬂects the ability of the oligonucleotide
to form secondary structures caused by the “self pairing” capabil
ities of 5 nitroindole.
In addition, 5 NI nucleotide is incorporated opposite any
templating nucleobase by various DNA polymerases [47,58,59].
Initial qualitative studies using the E. coli Klenow fragment showed
that the efﬁciency for incorporation was remarkably similar for all
four templating nucleobases [47]. More quantitative studies with
the high ﬁdelity bacteriophage T4 DNA polymerase conﬁrm that 5
NI nucleotide is a very promiscuous nucleotide as it can be
incorporated opposite any of the four natural bases with unexpect
edly high catalytic efﬁciencies of ∼104 M−1 s−1 [47]. It is surprising
that 5 NI nucleotide is incorporated opposite adenine and thymine
with identical efﬁciencies since the 5 nitroindole:adenine pair is
predicted to be less thermodynamically favored compared to the 5
nitroindole:thymine base pair [59]. The inability to correlate
catalytic efﬁciency with base pair size again argues against a
model invoking steric ﬁt as the sole determinant in deﬁning
polymerization efﬁciency.
2 Incorporation opposite thymine is evaluated since the 5-substituted indolyl
deoxynucleotides are predicted to be complementary partners since they mimic the
core structure of dATP.
Fig. 16. Structure of the base-pairing combination of dMMO2 and d5SICS.
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Probing the mechanisms of primer extension and proofreading
using non-natural nucleotides
DNA replication is a multi faceted process encompassing several
discrete activities that include nucleotide binding and phosphoryl
transfer followed by elongation after incorporation of a correct
nucleotide or exonuclease editing of a mispair formed after insertion
opposite a non complementary nucleotide. In the sections that
follow, we will explore how primer extension and exonuclease
proofreading activities of high ﬁdelity DNA polymerases are inﬂu
enced by non natural nucleotides that lack hydrogen bonding
functional groups.
Lessons learned from monitoring the kinetics of elongating
non-natural base pairs
Most reports examining the extension of non natural base pairs
have been driven by application based technologies such as
developing novel PCR and cloning techniques [60] as well as
designing novel biopolymers as diagnostic and/or therapeutic
agents [61]. However, the most widely cited application for the
creation of a new functional base pair is for expansion of the genetic
code [62 64]. This involves creating nucleic acid containing
uniquely coding nucleobases distinct from naturally occurring
bases. Developing a new genetic code is the ﬁrst step in creating
an “artiﬁcial life form” that could be used as a biotechnological
platform for protein engineering [65] in addition to producing novel
bioactive molecules such as antibiotics and anti cancer agents [66].
Despite these lofty goals, detailed studies on the kinetics of
extending beyond non natural base pairs have lagged behind
studies examining the kinetics of their formation. Much of this
deﬁciency lies in the fact that non natural nucleotides are poorly
elongated. However, the Kool and Romesberg laboratories have
independently taken the lead in developing a set of rules that
loosely explain (or predict) the ability of a non natural base pair to
be efﬁciently elongated.
Is elongation dependent upon proper hydrogen-bonding
interactions?
Kool's group was amongst the ﬁrst to quantitatively evaluate the
ability of DNA polymerases to extend beyond mixed combinations of
natural:non natural and non natural:non natural base pairs. An
obvious prediction from their earlier work was that the A:dF base
pair should be efﬁciently extended since it accurately mimics the
shape and size of a natural A:T pair. (Note: The ﬁrst base listed in any
base pair combination indicates its location in the primer strandwhile
the second base is in the templating strand.) It was somewhat
surprising that this prediction is inaccurate since the exonuclease
deﬁcient form of the E. coli Klenow fragment extends beyond the A:dF
pair ∼100 fold less efﬁciently than a natural A:T base pair [18]. This
reduction is caused by a ∼40 fold higher Km for the next correct
nucleotide rather than through a negative effect on the Vmax for
incorporation. Additional experiments demonstrate that the exten
sion kinetics for this non natural base pair is asymmetrical as the
efﬁciency of ∼6⁎103% min−1 μM−1 for extending beyond dF:A is 100
fold lower than the value of ∼2⁎105% min−1 μM−1 measured using A:
dF [18]). The predominant effect is on the Vmax for nucleotide
incorporation as extending the dF:A base pair is ∼50 fold slower than
the A:dF combination [18]. The difference in extension rates for
identical yet asymmetrical base pairs argues that shape complemen
tary plays a minor role in regulating the kinetics of elongation. As a
result, it was proposed that extension beyond certain mispairs is
governed by hydrogen bonding groups present in the minor groove
of nucleic acid that make appropriate contacts with the DNA
polymerase.
This hypothesis was investigated by replacing A with the
isosteric analog, dQ (9 methyl 1H imidazo [4,5 b]pyridine)
(Fig. 14A). This non natural nucleotide lacks the N1 of adenine,
but retains the N3 that could participate in minor groove interac
tions. As a result, the dQ:dF non natural base pair is extended as
efﬁciently as the mixed A:dF pairing combination since minor
groove interactions are maintained as predicted [18]. However, it is
quite surprising that the E. coli Klenow fragment extends the dQ:dF
base pair ∼10 fold more efﬁciently than the dQ:T base pair since the
later contains a hydrogen bonding functional group while the
former does not [18].
More dramatic effects were observedwhen dQ is replacedwith the
related dZ analog (4 methylbenzimidazole) that differs only by the
removal of the N3 group (Fig. 14B) [18]. Removal of this functional
group precludes hydrogen bonding contacts in the minor groove, and
this absence signiﬁcantly reduces extension efﬁciencies for both the
dZ:T and dZ:dF base pairs. In both cases, the lower efﬁciencies are
caused by 100 fold reductions in Vmax rather than in the Km for the
next correct nucleotide [18]. Finally, it is important to note that the
extension efﬁciencies for all of these non natural base pairs (dF:dQ
versus dQ:dF and dF:dZ versus dZ:dF) are asymmetrical. In all cases,
the difference results from perturbations in Vmax values rather than an
effect on the Km for the next correct nucleotide. Collectively, these
results re iterate that correlations between the kinetics of primer
elongation and shape complementary between non natural base pairs
do not exist. Instead, the major regulator for extension appears to be
the presence and position of functional groups that line the minor
groove of DNA.
To investigate if this mechanism is universal amongst all DNA
polymerase, ﬁve other polymerases including pol α, pol β, T7, Taq,
and HIV RT were tested for their ability to extend nucleic acid
containing various non hydrogen bonding nucleoside isoteres [18].
These studies identiﬁed two broad classes of enzyme activities that
are inﬂuenced by the presence or absence of hydrogen bonding
groups present in the minor groove. The ﬁrst group of DNA
polymerases includes the E. coli Klenow fragment, Taq, and HIV RT
as they efﬁciently extend beyond nonpolar base pairs containing
dQ but not dZ. These data suggest that speciﬁc interactions
between key amino acids of each polymerase with functional
groups present in the minor groove are necessary for extension.
The second group that comprised the eukaryotic polymerases, pol
α and pol β, as well as the high ﬁdelity bacteriophage T7 DNA
polymerase failed to extend beyond any base pair containing a non
natural nucleobase. These results indicate that these enzymes may
need hydrogen bonding groups at both minor groove sites of DNA
for elongation to occur.
Collectively, these results support a model in which minor
groove interactions are used by DNA polymerases as a mechanism
that proofreads the ﬁdelity of the formed base pair. The absence of
correct hydrogen bonding contacts within the minor groove is
viewed by the polymerase as an incorrect base pair which then
prevent subsequent nucleotide incorporation event [18]. An alter
native explanation is that the lack of minor groove interactions
prevents polymerase translocation to the next template position
that precludes the incorporation of the next correct nucleotide. In
either case, the mechanism invoking the role of proper minor
groove contacts in primer elongation can be easily extrapolated
to explain why natural mispairs such as G:T or A:C are poorly
extended [67 69].
Re-evaluating the importance of shape complementary during
primer extension
Romesberg and colleagues used several different classes of non
natural nucleotides to probe the underlying mechanism accounting
for the inefﬁcient extension of non natural base pairs. Their
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collective studies reveal an inverse correlation between the
efﬁciency of forming a non natural base pair with is ability to be
extended. In general, base pairs between large aromatic and
hydrophobic nucleobases are enzymatically synthesized with high
catalytic efﬁciencies due to hydrophobic packing interactions.
However, efﬁcient primer elongation is signiﬁcantly limited even
though these base pairs are thermodynamically stable. One
exceptional example is the inability of the E. coli Klenow fragment
to extend the self pair formed between 7 azaindole although the
polymerase synthesizes the self pair with a moderate efﬁciency of
∼105 M−1 min−1 [26] (Fig. 15A). The inability to extend the 7
azaindole self pair is proposed to reﬂect an intercalated structure at
the primer terminus that causes mispositioning of the 3′ OH in
the polymerase's active site which prevents phosphoryl transfer
[70,71].
To evaluate this mechanism, the Romesberg group measured the
extension kinetics of a series of non natural nucleosides composed
of a simple phenyl ring containing ﬂuoro, bromo, cyano, and/or
methyl substituents [72]. The judicious placement of these
substituent groups allowed the shape, hydrophobicity, and electro
nic properties of the nucleobase to be systematically varied. Of
several nucleotides tested, one intriguing example is 3 ﬂuoroben
zene monophosphate (d3FB) (Fig. 15B) as it is incorporated
opposite itself and then extended by the E. coli Klenow fragment
with a rate that is only 100 fold slower than a natural base pair
[72]. These results are noteworthy since they demonstrate that
large aromatic surface areas are not essential for enzymatically
forming a non natural base pair. Furthermore, the lack of an
extended aromatic surface area makes the d3FB self pair too small
to form a distorted primer terminus via inappropriate intercalation
of one nucleobase stacked over the other. Instead, the bases interact
in an edge to edge manner that resembles the conformation of
natural base pairs [73]. In this regard, it is intriguing that the
speciﬁc meta ﬂuoro substitution pattern of d3FB is optimal for
elongation as similarly positioned methyl, bromo, and cyano
substituents show reduced extension efﬁciencies despite possessing
an “in plane” primer terminus [73]. These data argue that the
speciﬁc dipole dipole alignments of the ﬂuoro groups within the
3FB self pair are just as important as the proper shape of the non
natural base pair for efﬁcient synthesis and extension.
Attempts to rapidly identify other extendable base pairs were
performed by screening 3600 possible self pairing and heteropair
ing combinations [74]. One noteworthy combination is the base pair
formed between d5SICS and dMMO2 which is synthesized and
extended by the E. coli Klenow fragment with remarkable efﬁciency
in either strand context (Fig. 16). This polymerase forms the
d5SICS:dMMO2 heteropair with a second order rate constant of
4.7⁎107 M−1 min−1 while other A family members such as the T7
and Taq DNA polymerases are slightly less efﬁcient at ∼106 M−1
min−1. However, the efﬁciency for extending this mispair is low as
these polymerases extend this base pair with second order rate
constants approaching 104 M−1 min−1 and are 100 fold lower than
for their formation. B family polymerases such as Thermococcus
litoralis and Thermococcus 9°N 7 are similar as they form the
d5SICS:dMMO2 heteropair with high efﬁciencies of ∼107 M−1
min−1 but have difﬁculties in extending it (104 M−1 min−1). Only
the X family DNA polymerase, pol β, is more proﬁcient at extending
the mispair than forming it. In fact, pol β elongates the non natural
mispair with the same efﬁciency as elongating a correct Watson
Crick pair (∼105 M−1 min−1) and 100 fold more efﬁcient than
extending a G:T mispair (∼103 M−1 min−1).
Is extensionof a non-natural base pair a two-polymerase affair?
As indicated earlier, the Romesberg group demonstrated that the
E. coli Klenow fragment forms the 7 azaindole self pair withmoderate
efﬁciency but is unable to extend it [26]. In contrast, pol β is more
proﬁcient at extending the 7 azaindole self pair but is unable to form
it [75]. As a result, combining the activities of these two polymerases
allows for the complete replication of the non natural base pair under
in vitro reaction conditions [75]. Thus, the use of two distinct DNA
polymerases provides a way to circumvent obstacles associated with
expanding the genetic code.
Similar results were reported by Delaney et al., testing the ability of
various non hydrogen bonding nucleotides to be efﬁciently repli
cated under in vivo conditions [20]. In these experiments, the non
natural nucleobases dF and dQ were inserted into a phage genome
and subsequently transformed into E. coli. Genetic assays demonstrate
that these two analogs were bypassed with moderate efﬁciencies
under normal growth conditions. However, the bypass efﬁciency
increased signiﬁcantly under damage response (SOS) conditions
induced by treatment with UV light, implying that error prone DNA
polymerase are required for the complete replication of the non
natural base pair. Despite the likely involvement of translesion DNA
polymerases, however, both isoteres were replicated with high
ﬁdelity as dF directed the incorporation of dAMP while dQ directed
the incorporation of dTMP.
While these data re iterate that Watson Crick hydrogen bonds
are not needed for high ﬁdelity replication of a base pair, they also
argue that the complete and efﬁcient replication of a non natural
base pair is a “two polymerase” affair. Under these conditions, one
polymerase forms the mispair while another is responsible for
extending beyond it. This mechanism is similar to models explaining
how certain DNA lesions such as thymine dimers and other cross
linked adducts are efﬁciently bypassed under cellular conditions
[76 78]. In these models, high ﬁdelity DNA polymerases dissociate
or stall at the thymine dimer. At this point, pol η is recruited to the
site of DNA damage and incorporates one or more dAMPs opposite
the lesion. Extension beyond the lesion is catalyzed by pol ζ which
incorporates only one or two nucleotides beyond the thymine
dimer. After this, DNA synthesis resumes by the high ﬁdelity DNA
polymerase. The mechanism for bypassing a non natural nucleobase
in the template would proceed in a similar fashion. However, upon
encountering a modiﬁed nucleobase, the high ﬁdelity DNA poly
merase would incorporate a natural dNMP opposite it. Since high
ﬁdelity polymerases are reluctant to extend beyond the non natural
base pair, polymerase switching would occur such that pol ζ or
another error prone DNA polymerase would bind to the mispair and
extend it.
The kinetics of exonuclease proofreading
All of the aforementioned studies monitoring the incorporation
and extension of non natural nucleotides have been performed
using DNA polymerases lacking exonuclease proofreading activity.
Exonuclease proofreading is essential for maintaining genomic
ﬁdelity by removing inappropriately misinserted nucleotides
before they are extended. For a complete discussion of the
exonucleolytic pathway, please refer to the article by Linda
Reha Krantz presented in this Special Issue. For the purposes of
our discussion, we condense this multistep pathway into four
simple yet distinct steps: mispair recognition, formation of the
exonuclease complex, hydrolysis of the phosphate ester bond,
followed by movement of the corrected primer into the polymer
ase's active site. The dynamics of this pathway have been
extensively studies with natural mispairs such as A:C and G:G
mismatches [79 82]. However, the sections below examine how
various non natural nucleobases have been used to study the
molecular details of the ﬁrst two steps of the exonucleolytic
pathway recognition of the mispair and subsequent movement of
the misaligned primer into the exonuclease site to form the
exonuclease complex.
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Early studies using wild type E. coli Klenow fragment demon
strated that the isosteric pairs of A:dF and A:T are edited at very
different rates [83]. Despite the fact that both base pairs are nearly
identical in shape and size, dAMP is excised ∼40 fold more efﬁciently
when paired opposite dF than T. Similarly, a terminal dZMP opposite
template T is excised at a ∼30 fold faster rate compared to the
excision of a terminal dAMP opposite T. At ﬁrst glance, it is not
surprising that these non natural nucleotides are excised with higher
catalytic efﬁciencies since the lack of hydrogen bonding interactions
may distort the geometry of the non natural pair. However, it is
intriguing that the excision efﬁciencies for C:dF and T:dF base pairs
are similar to that for an A:dF pair since the former have suboptimal
geometrical alignments compared to the latter which closely
resembles a canonical A:T base pair. To account for this unexpected
behavior, a model was proposed invoking the overall stability of the
primer terminus as being the chief determinant of the editing rate
since the measured proofreading rates correlated well with the
thermodynamic melting temperatures of the DNA substrates. This
suggests that melting of the DNA and/or partitioning of the primer
into the exonuclease site is more facile as a consequence of an
unstable terminal base pair.
To further investigate this mechanism, pre steady state kinetic
techniques were used to more accurately measure rate constants for
kinetic steps encompassing mispair recognition and hydrolysis using
thewild type bacteriophage T4 polymerase [84]. These studies tested
the generally accepted kinetic model for ﬁdelity positing that the rate
constant for dNMP excision should be inversely correlated with the
rate constant for dNMP incorporation. Put another way, the more
difﬁcult it is to form a mispair, the easier it should be to excise it and
vice versa. Indeed, this correlation exists with natural pairs as dAMP
is rapidly incorporated opposite T (kpol ∼100 s−1) and slowly excised
(kexo ∼1 s−1) when paired opposite this complementary partner. The
excision of kinetically favored base pairs formed with non natural
nucleotides such as 5 NI nucleotide and 5 Ph nucleotide provides an
excellent model to test the validity of this model. For example, 5 NI
nucleotide is inserted opposite an abasic site ∼100 times faster than
dAMP (compare 130 s−1 versus 0.15 s−1, respectively). Furthermore,
the rate constant of 10 s−1 for the excision of 5 NI nucleotide
opposite an abasic site is slower than the rate constant of ∼30 s−1
measured for the excision of dAMP. This difference was proposed to
reﬂect the higher stability of 5 NI nucleotide:abasic site pair
compared to the dAMP:abasic site mispair. Additional studies reveal
that the larger non natural nucleotide, 5 Ph nucleotide, is excised
from opposite an abasic site with a 10 fold slower rate constant
compared to 5 NI nucleotide. The slower rate of excision is consistent
with a model invoking enhanced stability due to an increase base
stacking potential caused by large pi stacking surface areas coupled
with shape complementary. Collectively, these studies indicate that
the relative stability of the terminal base pair is one of the
predominant factors that inﬂuence whether it will be excised or
extended.
Conclusions and future directions
In describing their proposed structure of DNA [85] Watson and
Crick wrote “It has not escaped our notice that the speciﬁc pairing we
have postulated immediately suggests a possible copying mechanism
for the genetic material.” Indeed, their structure not only provided a
biophysical explanation on how genetic material is stably stored, it
immediately evoked a mechanism explaining how genetic informa
tion is copied by DNA polymerases and transmitted by RNA
polymerases. Perhaps the most obvious feature is the intuitive
relationship between hydrogen bond acceptor donor pairs and
nucleic acid stability that immediately infers a simple yet elegant
way for polymerases to faithfully copy nucleic acid. In fact, early
models aimed at understanding how spontaneous mutations occur
and how DNA damaging agents compromise the ﬁdelity of polymer
ization have relied heavily on the concept of altered hydrogen
bonding patterns.
Sixty years later, our knowledge on the mechanism and ﬁdelity of
DNA polymerization has grown signiﬁcantly. Much of this growth
comes from the use of non natural nucleotides as chemical entities to
probe the mechanism of DNA polymerization. The results of these
research endeavors challenge the existing concept that replication
occurs in “2 dimensions” via simple hydrogen bonding interactions.
Instead, several new models have emerged that take into account all
of the biophysical features that are subtlety yet elegantly provided in
the three dimensional structure of DNA originally described by
Watson and Crick [85].
This review provides a historical perspective that explores some of
the pioneering efforts using non natural nucleotides to probe which
biophysical feature is most important for efﬁcient and accurate DNA
polymerization. For example, Benner's work illustrates how poly
merases behave when hydrogen bonding functional groups are
permutated to form different pairing combinations. Yokoyama's
research describes how steric encumbrance can be used to inﬂuence
polymerase ﬁdelity. Work by Kool, Romesberg, and Schultz have
challenged the long standing paradigm that polymerization can only
occur through hydrogen bonding interactions. Their results collec
tively highlight the contributions of shape complementarity and the
power of desolvation during the polymerization process. In addition,
their work demonstrates that polymerization efﬁciency and ﬁdelity
are not identical, and that one can be achieved at the expense of the
other. This last issue is perhaps best illustrated by the independent
efforts of the Kuchta and Berdis/Lee laboratories. By “de evolving”
natural nucleotides, Kuchta and co workers have developed chemical
probes to interrogate how DNA polymerases balance the positive and
negative features of a nucleotide to maintain ﬁdelity. Taking a slightly
different approach, Berdis and co workers have “evolved” a series of
non natural nucleotides that are selectively incorporated opposite
various non coding DNA lesions. Their research underscores the
inﬂuence of electronic conﬁgurations of the nucleobase as a positive
effector during translesion DNA synthesis.
A cursor overview of this chapter evokes two important questions.
Namely, does a uniﬁed mechanism for polymerization exist, and if so,
which model is correct? At this point, the data argue against a uniﬁed
mechanism. This statement is not meant to imply that any of the
aforementioned models is incorrect. Instead, it is more appropriate to
say that each model is incomplete since each of the chemical probes
used to study DNA synthesis suffers from limitations that are inherent
within their design. These limitations are caused by the remarkably
schizophrenic nature of the natural nucleotides that act as substrates
for DNA polymerases. As described earlier, each natural nucleobase
possesses a variety of different biophysical properties including
hydrogen bonding potential, π electron density, hydrophobic nature,
and deﬁned shapes and sizes. As such, it is unlikely that only one
parameter is solely responsible for the high catalytic efﬁciency
associated with their utilization. Indeed, it is more likely that DNA
polymerases use all of these features during DNA synthesis but in an
unequal manner during each kinetic step along the polymerization
pathway. For example, shape complementarity may be more
important during the initial binding of a nucleotide to the polymer
ase:DNA complex while desolvation and the subsequent formation of
hydrogen bonding interactions play more important roles during
kinetic steps encompassing conformational changes and phosphoryl
transfer, respectively.
A second argument against a uniﬁed model for polymerization
reﬂects the diversity of DNA polymerases that perform different
cellular functions. Low ﬁdelity polymerases such as viral replicases
appear to use hydrogen bonding interactions as the preeminent force
during replication [34]. Indeed, certain low ﬁdelity polymerases such
as pol kappa [86], pol eta [87], and pol beta [88] do not incorporate
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dFMP, and these negative results suggest that these polymerases
indeed require hydrogen bonding interactions for polymerization.
With viral polymerases, the reliance on hydrogen bonding recogni
tion introduces a greater frequency of mutations that plays an
important role in their survival and adaptability through evolutionary
processes. In contrast, high ﬁdelity polymerases involved in chromo
somal replication appear to use a combination of shape complemen
tarity [13], desolvation [24], and π electron stacking interactions [59]
to distinguish between correct versus incorrect nucleotides to
maintain replicative ﬁdelity.
In addition, it is clear that DNA polymerases behave differently
when replicating normal versus damaged nucleic acid. High ﬁdelity
polymerases, for example, tend to misreplicate damaged DNA while
DNA polymerases that are classiﬁed as “error prone” generally
incorporate the correct dNTP opposite the DNA lesion (reviewed in
[89] and [90]). Comparing the structures of various high ﬁdelity and
error prone DNA polymerases has provided some insight into the
structural nuances between the two classes of enzymes that explain
their distinct behavior. However, it is amazing that even members of
error prone DNA polymerase family use mutually different mechan
isms for replicating damaged DNA. One mechanism favors the use of
shape complementarity and is based upon the available structures of
Dpo4, an error prone DNA polymerase from Sulfolobus solfataricus
whose active site is signiﬁcantly larger than that of high ﬁdelity DNA
polymerases [91]. The other mechanism, based on the structure of
Rev1, involves hydrogen bonding interactions in which the incoming
dNTP “pairs”with an amino acid in the active site rather than with the
templating nucleobase [92]. The different tactics used by these two
DNA polymerases makes it clear that a uniﬁed mechanism for
polymerization is unlikely to exist. In this case, the use of non natural
nucleotides has expanded our appreciation of the subtleties that
various DNA polymerases display during replication.
Indeed, comprehensive structure activity relationships are just
beginning to develop by integrating the results of studies using non
natural nucleotides with available structural information on various
DNA polymerases [51,59,93]. To date, the E. coli Klenow fragment is
the only DNA polymerase that has been studied with the several
divergent classes of non natural nucleotide described in this review.
Thus, other high , medium , and low ﬁdelity DNA polymerases must
be studied with the various classes of nucleotide analogs to expand
upon this limited data set. In addition, structural studies of DNA
polymerase bound with nucleic acid containing non natural nucleo
bases are needed to augment these kinetic studies [94]. This ﬁeld of
structural biology will undoubtedly provide remarkable insight into
how DNA polymerases utilize non natural nucleotides, and what
features of the substrate and polymerase can be altered to modulate
the efﬁciency of incorporation and extension.
While non natural nucleotides are valuable tools for understand
ing the mechanism of DNA polymerization, their greatest utility has
yet to be fully realized. In particular, the ability of non natural
nucleotides to be effectively incorporated into DNA applications
toward applied research efforts in the biomedical sciences. One
example has been attempts to expand nature's genetic code by
introducing a new “third” base pair (reviewed in [27]). Expanding the
genetic code of an organism from four potential pairing combinations
to eight would provide additional coding information for the synthesis
of novel proteins that could contain an array of non natural amino
acids [27]. This technology would expand the repertoire of functional
groups present on the amino acid side chains to increase protein
stability [95] and the chemical diversity of enzymes [96]. Signiﬁcant
progress in these areas has been made by the Schultz [97 99] and
Yokoyama [100 102] laboratories toward developing in vitro and in
vivo transcription/translation systems with non natural base pairs.
Finally, non natural nucleotides will play important roles in a
variety of biomedical applications. Novel base pairing partners have
already been developed for use as universal primers for polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) [103], biosensors [104], and nanowires [105]. In
addition, these non natural nucleotides can serve as substrates for
DNA polymerases during the misreplication of damaged DNA [48 51].
The ability to selectively insert a non natural nucleotide opposite
various DNA lesions will provide useful tools to detect DNA lesions.
This feature could be important in detecting the physiological effects
of DNA damaging agents under in vitro or in vivo conditions.
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